Kia soul 2013 specs

The Kia Soul brings hipster styling and a fun-to-drive nature to the realm of the practical
hatchback. The Kia Soul might be inexpensive, but this certainly doesn't mean it's cheap. Even
for the entry-level model, you get solid build quality, a peppy direct-injected engine and an
audio system that boasts satellite radio and an iPod hookup. Available two-tone interior color
schemes, houndstooth-print upholstery and illuminated audio speakers bring welcome touches
of personality not expected from cars in this price range. Furthermore, the more expensive
versions of Kia's crossover offer even stronger performance. As expected, the Soul scores well
in the EPA's fuel economy testing, and an optional Eco package allows the 2. That said, there
are other choices you might want to check out. If even greater cargo capacity is a top priority,
we'd suggest checking out the Scion xB and Honda Fit. And if fuel economy or handling are at
the top of your list, other good candidates include the Chevy Sonic and Ford Fiesta. But if
you're looking for a car that's both funky and practical, it's hard to beat this overachieving little
Kia. When equipped with the optional automatic transmission, the base Soul gains keyless
entry, rear privacy glass, cruise control and a height-adjustable driver seat. The available Audio
Upgrade package adds automatic headlights, a rearview camera, the Uvo hands-free media
player interface and an eight-speaker Infinity sound system with HD radio and tricolor speaker
lights. Also available is a sunroof bundled with foglamps. The top-of-the-line Soul! Optional on
the! The front-wheel-drive Kia Soul is offered with two different engines. The base Soul gets a 1.
A six-speed manual transmission is standard including a hill-start assist function and a
six-speed automatic is optional. Transmission choices are the same as the base model, but the
Soul! In Edmunds performance testing, a Soul! All of the Soul's fuel economy estimates are
better than other funky hatchbacks like the Nissan Cube and Scion xB, but fall a bit short of
more conventional small hatchbacks. Standard safety equipment for all Kia Soul models
includes four-wheel antilock disc brakes, stability control, traction control, front-seat side
airbags, side curtain airbags and active front head restraints. Hill-start assist is also now
standard across the lineup. In government crash tests, the Soul earned an overall score of four
stars out of five , with four stars for overall frontal impact protection and five stars for overall
side impact protection. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the Soul its highest
score of "Good" in its frontal offset, side-impact and roof-strength tests. In Edmunds brake
testing, a Soul! With plenty of power on tap, the Kia Soul is enjoyable around town and
confident when merging onto a freeway. However, while there's ample power with the 1. Both
the six-speed manual and automatic transmissions are well-matched to either engine. In terms
of handling, the Soul doesn't offer the sort of zippy agility found in the Chevy Sonic or Ford
Fiesta, but the Kia isn't a soft snooze-mobile like the Nissan Cube either. The steering has a
reassuring weightiness to its effort level at highway speeds, while the response proves crisp
and linear on a twisting road. The brake pedal has a reassuringly firm feel. The ride is a bit firm
over bumps and ruts, especially on models fitted with the handsome inch cast-aluminum
wheels. Just because the Kia Soul is long on style doesn't mean it's short on practicality. With
its modern look and pronounced center stack, the passenger cabin offers a nice balance
between form and function. Quality materials and a useful amount of acoustic insulation help
make the interior seem refined and relatively quiet, while details like the available two-tone
houndstooth upholstery give the Soul more flair than similarly priced competitors. Gauges and
controls are logically located and intuitive to use, even when you take into account high-tech
options like the voice-controlled Uvo infotainment system that allows you to control your cell
phone, iPod and more with voice commands. The optional Infinity audio system's illuminated
trim rings for the speakers flash to the beat of the music, and it's kind of fun. One of the benefits
of the Soul's boxy design is abundant head- and legroom, even in the backseat. This is on par
with many competitors, but those who need maximum schlepping capacity should consider the
Scion xB's cavernous cubic-foot cargo hold. Available styles include 4dr Wagon 1. Doing so
could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Kia Soul.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Kia lease specials
Check out Kia Soul lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Limited cargo room versus a few competitors

stiff ride with inch wheels. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , the Kia Soul sees just a handful of minor changes, which
include newly standard Bluetooth connectivity for the manual-transmission base model,
power-folding outside mirrors for the "! Read more. Write a review See all 55 reviews. The Kia
Soul is the best of the econoboxes, and it's not really that close. I took a very hard look at the
Scion XB, as I'm a fan of most things Toyota particularly the original MR2 , but it was an odd
combination of too quirky yet too heavy and grown up. The Honda Element is all of the same
traits amplified, but with worse still gas mileage. The Nissan Cube is quirky too, but very light
and efficient with great gas mileage. However, it's not large enough for passengers, at least not
in comparison to the Soul. The Cube also has poor visibility out and an uncomfortable seating
position, IMO. Then comes the Kia Soul, which simply does everything right while looking great
and driving sweetly. One can opt for the 2. It still accelerates strongly due to its low weight, but
keep it out of the revs and you can return 31 mpg in Suburbia-type traffic with lots of stop and
go. I haven't done any 60 mph highway drives, but I would fully expect this to get 40 mpg in true
highway driving. What else? The stereo with Aux in, USB for charging or a billion songs on a
thumb drive , bluetooth for phone audio or calls, great ergonomics, a huge glovebox, great
visibility all around, and a very comfortable drive. I also do my own maintenance and repairs,
and was blown away the first time I popped the hood. Room galore for hands and wrenches.
The only criticism I can imagine is that there is some road noise, but no more than my wife's
very comfortable Odyssey. Some of that is likely tire noise, but you can tell that they left off
some noise dampening to keep the weight and price down. It's not bad by any means, but it's
the only thing I can think of that is less than ideal with the Soul, even with the base. Ebay has
sheets of sound deadening material for sale, and I'm doing that next. This car is highly
recommended. I'll be shocked if I don't have at least one Soul in our driveway 10 years from
now. Read less. It's a pretty nice car, well built, not too cheap on the fit and finish. It's really big
on the inside. The pillar is kind of thick. The car is short, about 10" shorter than my Honda Civic,
but it is really tall. Great value people mover. Purchased this one to replace unsure footed Rav4.
The interior room and MPG are key reasons. Great a little car has a lot of room. I am well
seasoned light footed driver. It does I have feather weight family, would go with 2. What kind of
meds are the hamsters on? The Soul is a vehicle with great potential. Good looks. Nice interior.
Lots of room I'm 6'4". Good entertainment system in my base model. The big negative for the
Soul is the suspension. Everyone describes it as firm. I'd say brutally, and unnecessarily stiff. If
you are fortunate enough to drive nothing but new pavement, you will love this vehicle. Real
world roads bring out the worst in the Soul's road manners. I drive 22 miles to work, and I've
been introduced to every pavement fault along the route. You soon learn to avoid the big ones,
or suffer the bone jarring consequences. But, even the small irregularities are magnified to
uncomfortable proportions. Lots of road noise If you are considering a Soul, give it a good real
world test drive, or rent one for a weekend. See all 55 reviews of the Used Kia Soul. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the
Soul. Sign Up. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Soul. Overview
Overview Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive
Transmission 6-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base
engine size 1. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes remote keyless
power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level
warning yes clock yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front
leg room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track
Maximum cargo capacity Length Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Ground
clearance 6. Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to
the Soul. Suspension Suspension torsion beam rear suspension yes front independent
suspension yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes Stabilizer bar stabilizer bar yes.
Warranty Warranty Basic 5 yr. Drivetrain 10 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 5 yr. Inventory See Soul
Inventory. Sign Up. Black, cloth. See Soul Inventory. The square is in with the Kia Soul as cute
and boxy replaces the curve of the past while maintaining adequate aerodynamic design and
fuel economy. Since its first arrival in , Soul has captured a blend of cargo room, passenger
room, and unique styling as major features for today's green ecology and economy conscious
citizens. The Kia Soul gives square a whole new meaning. Bluetooth with steering
wheel-mounted controls becomes standard on the base manual model. All models get a
redesigned Kia badge on the hood, liftgate, and steering wheel, along with a dark chrome
accent ring around the grille. Exclaim models get standard power-folding side mirrors and Clear
White as an exterior paint color option. Dune, Molten, Titanium, and Moss become available for
all trims. Definitely a member of the square community of similarly styled five-passenger

hatchbacks, the Kia Soul offers some class to the square. It has three different trim and
accessory packages to warm up many choosy consumers. The basic level includes inch steel
wheels or optional inch alloy wheels , rear privacy glass, and keyless entry. Interestingly
enough the higher-level packages are noted by punctuation marks to show excitement for the
additional features added. The premium! The hatchback, five-passenger design enjoys
popularity today with college students, small families, empty nesters, and others who want lots
of space inside and ease of handling and parking on the outside. The interior of the Kia Soul is
well-insulated, giving passengers a worthy level of protection from outside road noise and the
sense of sitting inside a more expensive vehicle. The voice-controlled UVO Infotainment system
mixes high-tech features with ease of use for cell phones, iPods, and other electronic devices.
The center stack is functional and gauges seem well-placed for easy viewing. Just for a bit of
flair and fun, the Infinity audio system can include illuminated trim rings that keep time to the
music. Whether going to the office or the prom, this audio system sparks a smile. The possible
combination of two-toned hounds tooth upholstery gives this sporty ride a bit of added style.
Tall and larger passengers enjoy the The cargo space of Folding down the rear seats brings the
cargo space up to As with most new vehicle lines, the Kia Soul has a combination of front-seat
side airbags, side-curtain airbags, and front head restraints. Typical braking systems, traction
control, and stability control come standard. The entire lineup includes hill start assistance, tire
pressure monitoring, and plenty of power to be able to avert or avoid accident situations.
Stopping distance and emergency braking are acceptable in testing situations comparable to
similar vehicles. On the go does not mean the driver stays out of touch for business or personal
contacts. The voice controlled UVO Infotainment system allows for hands-free use for cell
phones, iPods, and other electronic devi
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ces to decrease the occurrence of driver distraction by their electronic devices. Kia offers two
engine configurations with the Kia Soul: the 1. Combined with the handling of front drive and
either a six-speed manual or six-speed automatic transmission, the Kia Soul definitely has
considerable barking power. The Active Eco system optimizes fuel-efficient driving. Being
ecological does not mean sacrificing necessary power to merge into freeway traffic. The Soul
merges without loss of speed or strain that shows up in some similar vehicles. Adding the
extended ,mile motor and powertrain warranty sweetens the deal for many drivers looking to
have a safe and dependable vehicle for many years of service. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many
variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All
Specs. Kia Soul Expert Review motortrendauthor. Expand All Sum Up. All Model Years

